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In The Light Beyond, Dr. Raymond Moody, the world's leading authority in the field of near-death

experiences, investigates fascinating new case studies. Common patterns emerge from these

reports, such as meeting loved ones in the afterlife, being surrounded by a bright beautiful light,

reviewing oneâ€™s life, and being able to view scenes on earth while outside the body. Moody

looks at various aspects of the NDE, including childrenâ€™s reports and those of other researchers

in the field. He also examines the positive life-changing effects of NDEs. Dr. Moodyâ€™s

groundbreaking international bestseller, Life After Life, first published in 1975, established the field

of NDE research. He is the author of eleven books and has appeared numerous times on national

television programs, such as NBC Today and Oprah. In addition to conducting ongoing research

into the paranormal, Moody trains doctors, nurses, hospice workers, and others in all aspects of his

work.Co-author Paul Perry has written four New York Times bestsellers and five books with Dr.

Moody.
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Dr. Moody is the original pioneer of near-death experienes, and this book presents an overview of



what the phenomenon consists. It is very well organized, and it addresses some of the criticisms

that skeptics have presented. Dr. Moody is a compassionate writer, and his rendering of this topic

reflects his warmth and empathy for his patients and interviewees. If you are familiar with

near-death experiences, this is an excellent review. If you are not, it is an excellent introduction.

I have an undergraduate degree in philosophy, and I have long been interested in phenomena

related to human consciousness. Dr. Moody covers this one quite well, he does not claim scientific

certainty, but presents compelling arguments for the validity of near-death experiences. I am familiar

with another aspect of the amazing resilience of human consciousness, in the form of terminal

lucidity: dementia victims often experience a total return of brain function at the end of life. My wife

experienced it, and I have heard of many instances of it as an assistant in dementia care support

groups. Near-death experiences may not be scientifically provable, but their existence is

undeniable; books like Moody's are valuable as guides to understanding them.

I re-read this book about once a year. It makes you look at each other and our surroundings in a

different 'light' I guess you could say. The book has been well- researched and has information from

other scientists and or doctors that have studied different age groups or demographics. There are

few books on the subject and I have one other on my kindle. It's a really nice book- encourages

hope and understanding of our existence.

This book leaves one with a feeling of peacefulness as ones fears are put to rest and their feelings

of reassurance of hope that there is life, happiness or positive things to look forward to after death!

Although I was expecting more actual NDE stories, it was still enjoying to read and made a great

case in favor of the validity of NDEs.

Although I liked this for the most part, I prefer to stick to positive aspects of subjects like this, and

there was an experience within the interviews that I was not comfortable with probably because I am

extremely susceptible to scary things. I would prefer to nourish my faith not hinder it. Also I was

slightly disappointed in the lack of specific case study type interviews.

A peaceful book suggesting what may be "Beyond" this life. Surprising number of people from

VERY varied backgrounds sharing VERY similar experiences! Together with "Light After Life" these



books have eased my mind concerning where I might be headed!

This is an essential book for anyone wanting the complete picture of what happens to those

experiencing a Near Death Experience. This is not Raymond Moody's only book and is less about

NDE experience details, and more about statistics and a broad overview of how it affects the NDEr.

Having had one myself years ago I can credit this book and the writer to helping me understand

what had happened to me and in dealing with the after effects.
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